CITY OF ELKO
Office of the City Clerk

Website: www.elkocity.com
Email: cityclerk@elkocitynv.com

1751 College Avenue · Elko, Nevada 89801 · (775) 777-7126 · Fax (775) 777-7129
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
ONE (1) NEW SERVICE TRUCK WITH BODY AND CRANE FOR THE WRF
QUESTIONS/ANSWERS
October 15, 2018
1. Your specs state that controls are not to be electric over hydraulic, but you also state that wireless
radio remote controls are required. It isn't possible to have radio remote without electric over
hydraulic controls. I believe the what is meant here is that and electrically driven pump is not
desired, but rather the crane is to be driven by a PTO powered by the chassis engine. Is that
correct?
Answer: This is correct.
2. There is also a requirement stated that the crane lifting moment shall be minimum 40,000 lbs.
What is meant by that? I was told you might be looking for something similar to the Stellar crane
model below:

Answer: The Stellar 7630

Below.

crane is within our requirements/expectations. See Pictures

OCTOBER 23, 2018
I.

Under Body Specifications Letter I. it states anti-skid surface. Is that a Bed Liner?
Answer: No, a spray on non-skid liner.

II.

Under crane Specifications Letter C. it states lifting moment. What does that refer to?
Answer: Please see attached email on the crane information. Stellar is not the specified crane,
this is an example of the crane package.

III.

Under Additive Alternate NO.1 Letter A. it’s asking for a welder/generator/compressor unit. Is this
an option or are we supposed to include it in the Body Price?
Answer: This will be a separate option. It is an additive alternate and will be bid separately.

October 29, 2018
The compressor/generator/welder seems to spec out a Miller 302 AirPak, but in Diesel. They do not offer that in
diesel, so is gas acceptable?
Answer: Yes, gas power for the welder is acceptable.
October 30, 2018
Under “Crane Specifications”, line item E states, “Rotation System: Rotation is 360 degrees continuous”. Will
the City of Elko accept, as equivalent, a crane with 400 degrees of enclosed rotation with an internal
mechanical stop? The Stellar 7630 model we will include in our bid does not feature “continuous” rotation;
rather, it rotates 400 degrees until the mechanical stop is reached.
Answer: The City of Elko will stay with the specification as stated in the bid “360 degrees continuous.”

